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in the Providence office that have not yet gone to the printer on the above date

by the average number of articles per issue over the previous twelve months,

reduced by the number of issues published in four months (the time necessary

for editing and composing a typical issue).

A Copyright Transfer Agreement is required before a paper will be published
in this journal. By submitting a paper to this journal, authors certify that the

manuscript has not been submitted to nor is it under consideration for publi-
cation by another journal, conference proceedings, or similar publication.
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"preprint" style files, specifically the amsppt style of A^S-TeX and the

amsart style of A^S-DTpX, which will simplify the work of authors and of

the production staff. Those authors who make use of these style files from the
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Guidelines for Preparing Electronic Manuscripts provides additional assis-
tance and is available for use with either AmS-TcX or AmS-IPTeX. Authors with
FTP access may obtain Guidelines from the Society's Internet node

e-MATH.ams.org (130.44.1.100). For those without FTP access Guidelines
can be obtained free of charge from the e-mail address guide-elec®
math. ams. org (Internet) or from the Customer Services Department, Ameri-

can Mathematical Society, P.O. Box 6248, Providence, RI 02940-6248. When
requesting Guidelines, please specify which version you want.
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to pub-submitOmath.ams.org (Internet) or on diskettes to the Publications

Department, American Mathematical Society, P.O. Box 6248, Providence, RI
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